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ABSTRACT
This paper was originally intended to be a purely tactical study.
It was.for this purpose that the works of the ancient authors were read
first.

However it was found that though cavalry tactics varied from

battle to ,battle, they were, in essence, but multiplc ohadings of the
same basic principles ..
After a preliminary examination was made of secondary sources, it
was found that the changing economic and social situations in Hellcnis.tic
Greece caused many variations, not in tactics, but rather concerning
who was.a cavalryman, and further yet, which ::itates possessed viable
mounted arms.

And since the situation of the Hellenistic cavalry powers

could not be fully .appreciated without some examination of the position
of cavalry in earlier eras, . some attention had to be focuncd on these
times.

As a result, extensive use was made of the interlibrary loan

facility.

Works covering the entire s:pan of Greek history were read,

not only to help clarify the situation for the author, but ulco to help
weave this, the final episode, into thq overall story.

Exa.min::ition was

also made of availa1,le periodicals, but little was gained from thii:;.
This work then, is a study of all the factors, hictoric, ccosraphic,
social, economic, and tactical, which lead to the formation of the
cavalry powers-of Hellenistic Greece.

PRE ALEXANDRIAN
Warfare in ancient Greece went through several phases.

But the

changes were only of the secondary and �ot of the primary variety and
in most cases were short lived.

For twelve hundred years the infantry

man, the heavily armed infantryman, dominated warfare on the peninsula.
This is the one concrete fact that stands above the ever eddying and
shifting tides and currents of ancient tactics.

From the Homeric hero

who fought, "helmet to helmet, shield to shield, u to the Macedonian
phanlanx at Pynda, this single truth ru.I1;s through Greek history.

Before the hoplite·reforms revolutionized warfare in the seventh

century, battles were often the chaotic affai,rs described by Homer.
For the muscular man behind the body length bullhide shields, it was
not deemed necessary to keep in tight formation, individual skill and
initiative being st;essed instead.1
The predominiance of the heavy infantry was sustained for two
reasons.

First, Greek society was heavily tradition bound.

Homer and

the Homeric sagas were taken as gospel, Homer wrote of the days when
men were men and a real man fought with

a shield

and spear.

for example, no matter how useful, were looked down upon.

Archers,
Although

tradition was important, another aspect of the situation weighed heavily
on the Greek consciousness, stark reality.

The reality of the situation

was this; the hoplite pa:n9ply was expen���e, and the cost of procuring
this equipment restricted the extension of the warrior class to well to
do farmers and merchants2
The. lightly armed infantry had its day.

In mountainous Greece a

jaylim�er or slinger could easily outmaneuver and wear down a heavier
·opponent, providing of course that the opponent had.no light troops of

5
This grim economic portrait would be to some extent, duplicated in
the late Hellenistic period, and it would prove 'to be at boti1. -;Umss ,· a
major factor concerning the size of a states cavalry arm.

For few people

in either period could afford to room and board at least one horse, and
considering the conditions of rriost states, if there had been an excess of
horse flesh, it does not- seem beyond the r_ealm of possibility that it
would have been used as a dietary.supplement.
A social study of a typical pre Alexandrian city will be a good
illustration of the cavalry class in Greece at this time.

The society

to be under magnification, is Athenian.
Xenophon expected that the typical Athenian knight of the fifth
century would have a town house and an estate in Attica, a farm from
which he would derive his. income.19 There was no taxation, as.it is now
The duty of the Afu.igld was

known, in Athens, but rather public duties.
to provide his own horse and arms.

In Solon's four class system, the

second class was actually known as the knights class, and they were
2
. d above. 0 During the fourth
expected to meet the st andards spec1. f ie
century however, the economic spectrum was being refocused, and a man's
true worth was now measured in hard cash, not land.

It was not uncommon

to be a member of the highest property class and at the same time stand
on the brink of poverty. The knight, how�:�r, was still expected to provide
for himslef as before, 21.:. and since many undoubtedly could not, the class
itself must have shrunk.

Because the law did not keep up with the chang

ing economic situation, class replacements were unheard of.
There was another reason however for the small knights' class, and
why it was not salvaged, let -alone enlarged, and this was political.

..

The

6
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. tY•
cavalry had supported the ologarchic dictatorship of the Thir

Since a repetition of this incident was among the last things desired
by the democracy, the cavalry, although allowed continued existence,
lacked enthus�astic support.
As the years slipped by, the conditions that the knight experienced
became increasingly depressive.

Citizens with large cash reserves showed
·

little inclination to serve their city on �orseback.

23

Duty in this arm

was now actually looked down upon,'and considered to be the easy way out
2
of one's obligation. 4 Added to all this were rising prices, and a poor
knight might have to invest as much as half years• income on a horse,
not to mention.his squire.25 In later times these crushing eXpenses were
party borne by the state, but �y then discipline within the arm had become
so slack that it became almost tactically µseless. 26
The situation of the fourth century Athenian knight is probably
tyPical of the position held by knights in other cities such as Argos,
Corinth, Sicyon and Thebes.

As restricted democracy {if not oligarchy)

replaced tyranny, and the economic situation changed, with the base of
power shifting also, it must have seemed excellent political insurance,
to have the knights• class as small as possible.
exception.

Sparta of course was an

No knights class existed in Laconia,. and admittance to the

small cavalry arm was subject to open comp�'..ition.

Besides, the Spartan

was renowned as a foot sold'ier, and far be it from a Spartan to break
with tradition.
The premier cavalry state of pre Alexandaria Greece differed from
its compatriots not only socially, but also geographically.

Or as seems

more appropriate, its geography dictated its soc.ial struc
ture.

Thessaly

7
·
27
.
.
surrounded by mountains,
open,
was 3,000 square miles of plains,
yet isolated. The land, .naturally partitioned by its many rivers was
the scene of a vast feudal society, large landowners ruling over a serf

pop-µ1at.ion. 28

Although the Thessalians had in their possession a constit-

ution,· the tagea, the power of the ruling aristocratic families was in
2
reality, practically unlimi�ed. 9 Intense rivalries between the lordly
families dampened any feeling of unity that might have existed, and
substituted for it intense particularism and loyalty for the local aristo
cracy.30

Each Lord, of course, had his own army, and since the country

was naturally pro�perous and ideal for horse breeding, the armies were
to a great extent mounted.

Indeed to the average Greek, the wealth of

Thessaly proverbia1,31 and the first victo�y in horse racing at

Olympia went to a Thessalian.34

Although by the close of the fifth

century there was still no sense of unity, and only isolated city states,
there was no land hunger and no social problems.

The situation was fluid,

but stable.
Thessalian was synonymous with horse. Horses and horsemen were common

on Thessalian coins.33 An early army sent to the aid of Athens consisted
entirely_of cavalry, and this is typical.

These early cavalry armies

were made up entirely of the nobility and their mounted retinues.
object was usually booty.34

Their

The first Thessalian.to make a concentrated effort to curb the power
of the Lords was Jason of Pharoe, and for this it was necessary for him
to employ a standing army of 6,000 mercenary hoplites.35

The aristocratic

cavalry and the untrained hoplites of the few cities were not only tacti
6 Jason's premature demise put
cally but politically outmatc�ed by Jason.3

8

an end to what surely would have been a Thessalian challenge for supremacy
in Greece. It is unfortunate too, for the composition of Jason's army
At a time when the

would have been unusual for pre Alexandrian Greece.

cavalry arm of most Greek cities was if not almost nonexistant (Argos,
Corinth, Theles, Sicyon, Sparta), at least small (Athens), a Thess'a.lian
army composed of 25,000 hoplites and 9,000 cavalry37 could have proved a
shock.
Thessaly then, was the exception. But Macedonia too, although few·
details are known of its early social structure, seems to have been a
quasi-feudal society. The Macedonians had a king, but the early kings
were just figure heads. Macedonia will be_ discussed later; as for now,
certain conclusions can be drawn from what. has just been shown. To begin
with, a simple statement ·of fact seems indicate·d:

I shall call this, with

due modesty, Cebalo's Theorem, (with reference to Europe). The theorem
then, is A= H, Aristocracy equals Horses.· From the chariot-borne noble
man on the plain at Troy, through the cavalry of Archaic, Classical and
Hellenistic Greece, to the feudal kinght, the formula runs ,its course.
But perhaps another letter could be added to the formula, A= H =

n,

Aristocracy equals Horses equals Disunity and this especially applies to
pre Alexandrian.Greece. The areas of Greece where comparative political
stability reigned were the lands that wer�-�peckled by city states, where
•either hoplite democracy or monarchy dominated.

Here there existed, in a

sense, unity. Although stability existed in Thessaly and Macedonia, their
was little unity, and their was almost no progress.

In pre Alexandrian Greece there were basically two opposing schools
. �
·..
,.
, of tliougrot regarding cavalry tactics. Circumstance fathered both of them,

